


Hey, it’s Pam. 

I’m fifteen. 

Trying to lose my virginity. 

Anyway, here’s My Year of Dicks.





“My Year of Dicks is like a Declaration of Independence. It made me beam and blush at the 
same time. What a raw, hilarious, sweet and magical journey that anyone who has been a 
teenager can relate to. I just loved it.” – Marielle Heller

“This very special artful original brilliant heartbreaking and deeply funny 
short film is a must see this awards season! It made me laugh and cry and 
wonder out loud, ‘How do things get good??’”  - Phil Lord

“For its thoughtful curation of imagery combined with a funny and inventive script, the Special Jury Recognition for Unique 
Vision in Writing and Directing goes to Pamela Ribon and Sara Gunnarsdóttir. Their bold voices overlap to make for an 
experience of feminine youth and sexual exploration that is both relatable and entirely its own.” - SXSW 2022

SELECTED QUOTES



* WATCH THE FULL FILM HERE*

https://vimeo.com/785947192/bc4c652a0c


It’s 1991, and Pam is trying very hard to lose her 
virginity, but it sure doesn’t match up to her 
fantasies.

Always searching for her ultimate paramour, this 
old soul swimming in new puberty will struggle 
between the real world and her grandiose fantasies 
by exploring a relatable variety of boys of yore-- 
goths, skaters, indie film snobs, straight edge 
poseurs-- all while trying her best to avoid being 
grounded. Luckily she has her best friends by her 
side, who’d like to keep her from cementing a 
mistake.

This charming, animated, retro-romantic-comedy 
pulls no punches with its female-forward look at 
sexual awakening.

Created by Pamela Ribon from her 
critically-acclaimed memoir.



My Year of Dicks is a hilarious and provocative work of animation thirty years in the making. Icelandic director Sara Gunnarsdóttir (Diary of a Teenage Girl, “The 
Case Against Adnan Syed”) is known for her honest, emotional artwork, and creator/writer Pamela Ribon (Moana, Ralph Breaks the Internet, My Boyfriend is a 

Bear) has been telling unusual stories with unusual heroes for a long time. This is an adaptation of her mortifying memoir NOTES TO BOYS (AND OTHER THINGS I 
SHOULDN’T SHARE IN PUBLIC), which NPR called “brain-breakingly funny.” The show was produced for FX by Jeanette Jeanenne, who co-founded GLAS 

Animation, has directed and produced several projects with FX Networks, and was a recipient of the June Foray Award. Special segments created by Josh Shaffner 
(Flaws), Grace Nayoon Rhee (Triangle), Amanda Bonaiuto (Bat Soup), and Brian Smee and Isabelle Aspin (Big Surf).  With original music by Adam Blau (“You’re 

The Worst,” “Dead to Me,” “Brockmire,” “Billy on the Street”) and sound design by Trevor Gates (Get Out, Us, Doctor Sleep), this retro-romantic, teenage 
heart-stomp manages to put you right back into some of young love’s most relatable, uncomfortable moments with humanity, humor, and heart.



Sara Gunnarsdóttir is a director and artist who has 
created animation, music videos, and original 
artwork for film and television, including Marielle 
Heller’s celebrated debut feature “The Diary of a 
Teenage Girl,” and HBO’s Emmy-nominated “The 
Case Against Adnan Sayed.” 

Sara was born and raised in Reykjavik, Iceland, 
where she received her BFA from the Icelandic 
Academy of the Arts, while creating and performing 
with her popular electro punk band Donna Mess. 
She received her MFA in Experimental Animation 
from Cal Arts, and her thesis animated 
documentary short, “The Pirate of Love,” was 
nominated for “Best Alternative” in The Academy’s 
Student Academy Awards. Her work has been 
showcased in Reykjavik’s Living Art Museum, New 
Directors / New Films, AFI Fest, and the Telluride 
Film Festival.



Throughout my career I have been working with the worlds of teenage girls. My debut film, Sugarcube, is about growing up and experiencing that first heartbreak. Since, I have brought the art and mind of Minnie 
Goetz to life in The Diary of a Teenage Girl and made Hae Min Lee's emotional diary entries come to life through visual poetry in The Case Against Adnan Syed. When the opportunity came to join Pamela Ribon in 
re-creating her experiences as a 16 year old in 1991 Texas, I jumped on it. Pamela's depiction of herself navigating love and sex as a teenager is instantly relatable and sincere. My approach to animation has 
always been focused on people’s emotions, and Pam’s writing opened up a door to work with her teenage consciousness from a deeply personal perspective. 

In designing, I wanted to build an inviting, painterly world that reflects the feeling of looking back at our teenage years, while still staying very present with young Pam in the moment. My approach to animating 
the characters was to shoot reference videos to guide the acting and to bring about realistic movement. It helps achieve character design where the characters feel real and relatable. With an animation 
foundation that has a more natural tone, we had a lot of room to push the visual language, creating a stark contrast between how we see the event itself and how we see Pam's inner reaction to it. Animation 
allows us to merge with her perspective and quite literally put us in her shoes. I believe most women look back on their teenage years and see the situations they put themselves in in a very different light. I 
believe most of us feel that we survived being a teenage girl. We surfaced on the other side of teenagehood, some unharmed, others not. I am happy to open up the world of teenage girls, to share their humanity 
and vulnerability. Pam put herself and her heart forward in a smart and thoughtful way and with great humor. Bravely, she bared her teenage soul and I am honored to have been a part of bringing her stories to 
life.



Pamela Ribon is a screenwriter ("Moana," "Ralph 
Breaks the Internet," "Bears"), performer, VR and TV 
writer, comic book writer (MY BOYFRIEND IS A BEAR, 
SLAM!), and best-selling novelist.  She co-hosts the 
podcast Listen To Sassy, a weekly deep-dive 
through every issue of Sassy Magazine.

She was a flagship contributor to Television 
Without Pity, and is known as a pioneer in the 
blogging world with pamie.com, where she 
launched such viral essays as “How I Might Have 
Just Become the Newest Urban Legend” and 
“Barbie Fucks it Up Again,” the latter of which led to 
a revamp of Mattel’s products and marketing for 
Barbie,  and the creation of Game Developer Barbie 
as “Career of the Year.” A former Austinite with a 
BFA in Acting from the University of Texas, Pamela 
has been entered into the Oxford English Dictionary 
under “muffin top.”  That is not a joke. 

@pamelaribon | she/her



JEANETTE JEANENNE - PRODUCER

Jeanette Jeanenne is a Panamanian-American 
filmmaker based in Los Angeles. She is the Head of 
Animation and Executive Producer at SNYDER NY. She is 
the Co-Founder and Director of GLAS Animation, a 
non-profit organization dedicated to championing 
independent animation in the US. She is currently a 
director and producer at OSOBJORN, and in the past she 
has worked with Glamour Magazine and Slamdance 
Film Festival. 

She was one of the directors of the horror series ‘Woman 
in the Book’ produced by Crypt TV and Starburns 
Industries. She produced several award-winning short 
form projects including ‘Drone’ directed by Sean 
Buckelew, ‘My Year of Dicks’ created by Pamela Ribon 
and directed by Sara Gunnarsdottír, and ‘Girl in the 
Yellow Dress’ for David Gilmour directed by Danny 
Madden. She has written and directed several animated 
mini-series for FX Networks including ‘Rules,’ 
‘Meddington Hills,’ and ‘Violence.Sex.Language.Gore.’ In 
2020, she received the June Foray Award at the 46th 
Annie Awards for her ‘charitable impact on the art and 
industry of animation.’ 



MEDIA KIT - pics and clips

BEHIND THE SCENES - cast and crew

THE MAKING OF MYOD - talking craft

OFFICIAL WEBSITE - the latest

INSTA  - photographic love letters

TWITTER - while it lasts

Variety- ‘My Year of Dicks’ Creator on Bringing Her 
Teenage Sexual Awakening to the Oscars: ‘This Isn’t a 
Story You Get to See Very Often’

SLATE-”My Year of Dicks Is Really Beautiful, Actually”

Mashable - “If you thought the title was good, wait until 
you watch the whole thing.”

Vanity  Fair- “My Year of Dicks: It’s Real, It’s 
Oscar-Nominated, and You Can Watch It Now”

Animation World Network - “A Look at My Year of Dicks”

ADDITIONAL LINKS

https://www.dropbox.com/scl/fo/ygek38hnl4q3fxmebobf3/h?dl=0&rlkey=hjkoe8u7vmpsnaf5aef93d9ei
https://player.vimeo.com/video/784418378?h=bf0787fdb1&dnt=1&app_id=122963
https://vimeo.com/778144988
https://myyearofdicks.com/
https://www.instagram.com/myyearofdicks/
http://www.twitter.com/myyearofdicks
https://variety.com/2023/film/news/my-year-of-dicks-oscars-teenage-sexual-awakening-pamela-ribon-1235501390/
https://slate.com/culture/2023/01/my-year-of-dicks-oscar-short-nomination.html
https://mashable.com/video/my-year-of-dicks-oscars
https://www.vanityfair.com/hollywood/2023/01/my-year-of-dicks-its-real-its-oscar-nominated-and-you-can-watch-it-now-awards-insider
https://www.awn.com/blog/look-my-year-dicks







